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Introduction
Ever had that nagging feeling you forgot to turn off the lights? Ever wanted to start the A/C before you
arrive in order to enter a cool room? Do you sometimes wish you could remotely control your assets and
systems?
With our Intelligent Home Automation technology, you can do something about it without having
to go back…
Installing our Intelligent Home Automation technology in your premises opens the door to a wealth of home
automation options for your premises. Whether you are at the neighbor’s house down the road, or
on the other side of the planet, our Intelligent Home Automation technology enables you to remotely
control your assets and systems via your mobile phone. Forget the conventional remote control; you can
now remotely control your generator, air conditioner, lighting and locks, etc. with your mobile phone!
Just speed dial a secure telephone number which identifies you as an Authorised User, and the electric
device will turn on or off.

There are no call costs involved as all incoming calls are rejected once authorised. Our system can store up
to 250 numbers as Authorised Users. Unlike the ordinary remote control, our Intelligent Home
Automation has no geographical limitation. You can remotely control your assets and systems wherever
you are in the world!

Convenient and time saving - Use idle time wasted waiting in traffic and the like to schedule tasks at
home so that by the time you reach home your environment will match your mood perfectly.
Generates energy savings - Activate and shutdown the appliances you need, when you need to,
regardless of your location.
User friendly – Our technology is very simple and easy to use.
Works on any GSM network - Our solutions can be used on any GSM network; this provides porta
bility to the solution.
Affordable – We offer you an affordable way to control your assets and systems.
Easy to install – Our technology is quick and easy to install.
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Examples of Applications for Intelligent Home Automation Technology:
Automate and Control your Air Conditioner
The system is designed to be extremely simple and, once the customer’s or user’s telephone numbers are
programmed into the system, will enable up to 8 authorized users to switch their air conditioner on or
off, as and when necessary. Thus, no matter where the user is located in the world, he can control his
air conditioner.
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Automate and Control your Lights and Locks
The system is designed to be extremely simple and, once the customer’s or user’s telephone numbers are
programmed into the system, will enable up to 8 authorized users to switch the lights or lock on or off,
as and when necessary. Thus, no matter where the user is located in the world he can control his lights
or locks.

Convenient and time saving
Use idle time wasted waiting in traffic and the like to switch your lights on at home
Lock up or unlock your premises when you need to, regardless of your location.
Generates energy savings
Switch your lights on or off, when you need to,regardless of your location.
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Automate and Control your Generator
No string pulling, no keys. Simply use the mobile phone , press pre-programed number and gen set
power is on! No more waiting for my husband to come and put on the generator; just dial a phone
number! Very user friendly!!!
The system is designed to be extremely simple and, once the customer’s or user’s telephone numbers are
programmed into the system, will enable up to 8 authorized users to just call the generator, which will
start automatically, no matter where the user is located in the world, when the lights go out.
This system offers an integrated SMS alert and remote control system. This unit can be integrated into
any diesel generator in the generator range and allows the generator to be monitored and controlled.
The unit is mounted inside the generator housing and runs on the generator’s battery. When the
generator is in automatic mode it will start-up when the power fails and in doing so sends an SMS to
up to 8 predetermined phone numbers.
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Contact Us
Intelligent Telemetry
P.O.BOX CT 5989
Cantonments, Accra
Ghana, West Africa
TEL: +233 30 2942 166
MOB: +233 26 8737 367
+233 20 2767 827
E-MAIL: info@intelligenttelemetry.com
WEBSITE: www.intelligenttelemetry.com

